
Lens waterproof filter set Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 1 Ref: 6972860172101
Lens waterproof filter set Telesin for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 (GP-FLT-904)

Telesin waterproof filter set for GoPro Hero 12 / 11 / 10 / 9 (GP-FLT-904)
The Telesin brand filter set for GoPro Hero 9 / Hero 10 / Hero 11 / Hero 12 will allow you to create even more beautiful shots underwater.
Easy to install and durable - they will serve you perfectly. With their help, you will get rid of color bias and make your photos and videos
delight  everyone  with  beautiful,  vivid  and  natural  colors.  The  filters  should  be  used  with  the  waterproof  housing  for  the  GoPro  Hero
9/10/11/12 by Telesin.
 
Red filter - when you dive in the sea
The red filter will work well at depths of about 5-25m. It is best suited for use in sea water. It corrects color deviation and can solve the
problem of unnatural green tones in underwater shots.
 
Pink filter - perfect for snorkeling enthusiasts
You will  use the pink filter when diving in the sea at a depth of 5-25 m. It  will  be especially useful  for snorkeling enthusiasts.  It  helps
correct color deviation and eliminates blue discoloration in photos and videos.
 
Purple filter - the best for recording in the freshwater
Maybe you prefer diving in freshwater? In that case, a purple filter will work perfectly. Use it at depths of 5-25m to correct color deviation
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and avoid unwanted greenish tones on the materials you create.
 
Packing list
pink filter
red filter
purple filter
Brand
Telesin
Model
GP-FLT-904

Price:

€ 11.00
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